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Warranties

Any ORCON tool bearing the Performance Guarantee emblem ensures your complete satisfaction. You must be satisfied with the performance and workmanship of any ORCON tool you purchase.

Within the first 60 days of ownership, if you are not satisfied for any reason, call 800-576-1636 to get a RMA (return merchandise authorization) number. Detail your reason for dissatisfaction with the product, your place of purchase and dated copy of purchase receipt. We will then assess any repair, replacement or refund.

Any ORCON tool bearing the Lifetime Guarantee emblem is guaranteed against manufacturing defect forever. If an ORCON tool bearing this emblem breaks due to normal wear, Halex will replace it free of charge.

Please call 800-576-1636 to get a RMA (return merchandise authorization) number. Detail your reason for dissatisfaction with the product, your place of purchase and dated copy of purchase receipt. We will then assess any repair, replacement or refund warranted.

A tool bearing this symbol means the warranty covers the manufacturer's workmanship only. It does not cover normal wear-and-tear or abuse. During the first year of ownership, we pledge our product to be free of manufacturing defects or we will repair or replace the unit at no cost to you.

Please call 800-576-1636 to get a RMA (return merchandise authorization) number. Detail your reason for dissatisfaction with the product, your place of purchase and dated copy of purchase receipt. We will then assess any repair, replacement or refund warranted.

The ORCON Kool Top® Irons are warranted to be free from defects in material and workmanship for two (2) years from the date of purchase. Simply complete the Two-Year Warranty Kool Top Irons warranty card provided in the purchase package and send it to us. Remember, this warranty card must be filled out and on file at Halex to receive warranty service.

Please call 800-576-1636 to get a RMA (return merchandise authorization) number. Detail your reason for dissatisfaction with the product, your place of purchase, and dated copy of the receipt. We will then assess any repair, replacement or refund warranted.
ORCON’s high performance tapes are guaranteed to accommodate even the toughest carpet installation with superior adhesive formulation. All tapes are fiberglass reinforced for added strength and flexibility and backed with silicone treated paper (unless otherwise noted). ORCON standard tapes come in 22-yard rolls – 10 rolls to a case, and 5 rolls to a case in the wide format (unless otherwise noted for some specialty tapes). Tape-in-the-Box™ comes in rolls of 69.33 yards – one roll per box.

**Tapenology™ Behind ORCON’S Tape**

ORCON’s seam tape selections utilize three distinct performance technologies as coded below:

**CT Series**
ORCON’s original bonded oriented continuous strand (BOCS) scrim. An exceptionally low profiling tape for a wide range of conventional applications.

**K Series**
ORCON’s knitted scrim tape. Engineered for ActionBac® and heavier secondary backing systems. Most tapes are at 3 ¾” paper width, except where noted.

**Super Series**
ORCON’s most advanced tape. Engineered with premium adhesives and a combination of BOCS and knitted scrim. Reduces hinging, adds strength, and provides greater adhesive penetration. For woven, axminster and heavier commercial secondary backings.
Carpet Seam Tape Decision Tree

Because we understand your varying seam tape needs for different types of jobs, as well as carpeting backing picks, we’ve simplified our recommendations on the chart below to help you make the best choice:

Commercial

- **Double Stick**
  - 3M
  - 3M

- **Stretch-In**
  - Good
  - Better
  - Best
  - K-10
  - XU-90
  - XU-30

Residential (Stretch-In):
- Apartments, Homes, High-End Residential

A note on tighter-pick, or “high pick count” carpet backings:

In order to get adhesive into ‘high pick count’ backings, a lighter, lower-melt adhesive should be used. In other words, the ‘Good’ choices shown above are examples of this, however **XU-90** is also an excellent choice, as it is a low-melting tape and will seam virtually anything!

ORCON Tapes: A Green Choice

While everyone is on the “green” bandwagon now, ORCON’s tapes have always been on the safest possible side permitted by OSHA and Cal OSHA (Occupational Safety & Health Administration). In fact, well below their limits! A few years ago, ORCON put its tapes to the test. Here’s what the results were:

Dr. Timothy Rohm of Industrial Hygiene Services, the independent consultant who designed and ran the tests, reported that “The results of the measurements made to determine the concentration levels associated with the use of ORCON seaming tapes, indicates that installers are exposed to extremely low concentrations of a variety of organic compounds.” All VOC’s were found to be less than 10% of acceptable levels set by OSHA and Cal OSHA. In most cases, concentration levels of the measured compounds were 1,000 to 10,000 times less than the tolerance limits set by these agencies.
**K Series**  Knitted Carpet Seaming Tape

**OR-12119 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- Recommended for light to medium residential foot traffic
- For jute and ActionBac® backed carpets
- Also available in wide 7-inch format

**OR-12042 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- Recommended for light to medium residential & commercial foot traffic
- Works great on jute and ActionBac® backed carpets
- Also available in Tape-in-the-Box™ format

**OR-12132 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- 4-inch width with 3-full inches of ORCON adhesive
- Recommended for light commercial and medium to-heavy residential traffic and difficult carpets
- Also available in Tape-in-the-Box™ format

**OR-12044 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- Recommended for medium residential and light commercial traffic
- For jute, ActionBac®, and latex backed carpets
- Also available in Tape-in-the-Box™ format

**OR-12110 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- 4-inch width with 3-full inches of ORCON premium adhesive
- Recommended for heavy commercial and heavy residential traffic
- For jute, ActionBac®, latex, woven, wilton, and Axminster backings
- Also available in Tape-in-the-Box™ format

**OR-12166 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- 4-inch width with 3-full inches of ORCON’s universal adhesive
- Low smoke, low odor formulation, low temperature melt
- Designed to work with everything from jute to ActionBac®
- Specially designed for Mohawk’s UPS™ backing

**Super Series**

**OR-10001 - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case**
- Recommended for heavy commercial and heavy residential traffic
- Works well on jute, ActionBac®, latex, woven, wilton, and Axminster carpet backings
- Also available in wide (7-inch), and double-stick
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CT Series
Knitted Carpet Seaming Tape

**OR-11022** - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case
- Recommended for light residential use
- Works well on jute and ActionBac® carpets
- Install over firm pad

Specialty Tapes

**OR-11024** - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case
- Double-stick tape: Flat hot-melt adhesive on top, and pressure-sensitive adhesive on bottom side
- For jute and ActionBac® backed carpets

**OR-10007** - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case
- Double-stick tape: Flat hot-melt adhesive on top, and pressure-sensitive adhesive on bottom side
- Recommended for commercial foot traffic of woven and Axminster double-stick jobs

**OR-12043** - 22-yard rolls | 10 rolls to a case
- Designer low profile flat tape: Paper is peeled off after seam is made
- Recommended for custom area rugs, double-stick and glue-down installation, borders, and fills

**OR-11102** - 22-yard rolls | 9 rolls to a case
- Recommended for two-sided pressure-sensitive ‘cold steaming’ of custom area rugs, double-stick and glue down installations, borders, and fills
- For loose-lay installations, marine and military removables
- Specified for Shaw’s Advantage System™

Wide Series
Wide Format Carpet Seaming Tape

**OR-12124** - 22-yard rolls | 5 rolls to a case
- 7-inch tape with 6-inch width of adhesive minimizes seam peaking
- Recommended for light to medium residential (contract) traffic
- Works well on jute and ActionBac® carpets

**OR-12125** - 22-yard rolls | 5 rolls to a case
- 7-inch tape with 6-inch width of adhesive minimizes seam peaking
- Recommended for heavy commercial and heavy residential traffic
- Great on jute, ActionBac®, wovens and Axminster carpet

**OR-10002** - (Fiat) or 10003 (beaded) - 22-yard rolls | 5 rolls to a case
- 7-inch tape with 6-inch width of adhesive minimizes seam peaking
- Recommended for heavy commercial and heavy residential traffic
- Excellent on jute, ActionBac®, wovens, latex and Axminster

800-576-1636
Seaming Irons

**Kool Top® Fully Grooved • KT-FG110**
- Fully grooved, featuring ORCON’s chevron pattern channeling adhesive into the patented deep-center groove
- ‘Butters’ the seam edges which helps prevent seam hinging and peaking (see Peak-Buster™ on Page 9)

**OR-14200**

Also available in 220-V (Euro) configurations.

**Kool Top® Partially Grooved • KTPG110**
- Combines the features of both the flat and fully grooved bases
- Front portion is flat for quick even heating, rear features the deep-center grooved base

**OR-14300**

Also available in 220-V (Euro) configurations

**Kool Top® Wide Base • KTW-FG110**
- Patented, fully grooved. Features ORCON’s chevron pattern for channeling the adhesive right where you need it
- Perfect match for ORCON’s wide seaming tape choices

**OR-14500**

Also available in 220-V (Euro) configurations

**Kool Top® Flat Base**
- Features a smooth, fully flat base for even heat distribution
- Great for large smooth melts
- Excellent for hot-waxing snowboard and ski materials too

**OR-14100**

---

**Performance Seaming Iron**
- Fully grooved non-patterned base with PTFE coating for easy clean-up
- NEW: One-Year Warranty

**OR-14208**

---

The ORCON Kool Top® and SMART™ irons are warranted to be free from defects in material or workmanship two years from date of purchase. Simply fill out the enclosed card (provided in purchase package) and send it off to us — postage free! Remember, this warranty card must be filled out and on file at Halex Corporation to receive warranty service.

Kool Top® irons may be sent to ORCON for repair. A numbered IRON REPAIR TAG should accompany all returns. Premium, Tune-Up, and Clean-Up levels to service are available. Contact your local distributor for rates and to arrange these services.
Kool Top® Iron Parts

1. Cord Sets
   OR-R3502-N
2. Wiring Sets
   OR-R3505-N
3. Handle Sets
   OR-R3501-N
4. Handle Gaskets
   OR-3513 - standard
   OR-3525 - wide
5. Heat Shields
   OR-R3503-N - standard
   OR-R3529-N - wide
6. Element Mounting Plate
   OR-R3511-N
7. Temperature Control Knob
   OR-R3508-N
8. Thermostat (w/ extension)
   OR-R3507-N
9. Heating Elements
   OR-R3514-N
10. Heat Shield Gasket
    OR-R3512-N - standard
    OR-R3524-N - wide
11. Bases (self-cleaning)
    OR-R3522-N - standard (Fully Grooved)
    OR-R3521-N - standard (Partially Grooved)
    OR-R3532-N - wide (Fully Grooved)
12. Non-self cleaning bases also available
13. Holding Trays
    No. OR-3504 - Deep-Dish™ (narrow)
    No. OR-3528 - wide

Also available:
Screws (complete set)
Part No. 3533
Teflon® ActionBac® HeatShield
Part No. 3518 - standard
Part No. 3517 - wide
Extension Cord - 25 ft.
Part No. 3519

Kool Top® Fully Grooved, Partially Grooved and Flat Base now include the new non-scratching reservoir Deep Dish™ iron tray!

800-576-1636
Cutting

**Action Knife® PLUS!**
- Now with non-slip grip
- Patented D-Ring for easy blade change
- Angled design offers better control

*OR-13322 – Bulk (12 loose in box)*

**Dual Blade Action Knife with Retractable Blades**
- Cut different materials quickly with hook or utility blades
- Two retractable blades make cutting more efficient
- Ergonomic handle stores additional blades

*OR-13430 – Bulk (12 loose in box)*

**Classic Action Knife®**
*OR-13063L – polished in bulk (12 loose in box)*

**Magnetic Utility Knife**
- Patented Design!
- Magnets repel and attract for easy opening and blade positioning
- Patented D-Ring for easy blade changes

*OR-13284
12 loose knives per display box*

**BIG BLUE Utility Knife w/Night Vision**
- 10-blade easy-load storage
- LED Night Vision for true cuts anywhere/anytime
- Auto-feed/Quick-release feature saves time
- Non-slip comfort grip

*OR-13400*

**Utility Knife**
- Patented D-Ring for easy blade change
- The craftsman installer’s choice

*OR-13222
Bulk (12 loose in box)*
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**MAGNUM™ Row-Glide™ Top Cutter**
- Patented design for self-guided top cutting and trace cutting
- 30-degree blade angle provides clean cuts the first time
- No screw needed!
1-yr Warranty!

![MAGNUM™ Row-Glide™ Top Cutter](image)

**ORCON Lino Knife**
- For linoleum, vinyl, carpet, and sheet goods
- High carbon blade does not create burrs
- Durable point
- Ergo grip

![ORCON Lino Knife](image)

**Wall Trimmer**
- New non-slip grip handle and improved performance
- Cuts in either direction
- Plastic-protected wall guide

![Wall Trimmer](image)

**Hammer Hatchet**
- Hatchet blade on one side, hammer head on the other
- Perfect for cutting all types of wood tackstrip
- Rounded blade edge for tucking ability!
- 32-ounce head on hickory handle

![Hammer Hatchet](image)

**Carpet Repair Kit - Professional**
- Quick, neat and simple tool for professional carpet repairs
- Utilizes remnants or carpet from hidden areas, such as closets
- Perfect for burns, stains, rips, tears and other small damage
- Includes 6 Insta-Hold™ pressure sensitive patches

![Carpet Repair Kit - Professional](image)

**Replacement Insta-Hold™ Discs**
- 100 per package
- OR-13070

**Replacement Part Kit**
- Blades, Post, Wing-Nut & Screw
- OR-13068

**Replacement Blades**
- 10 per packages
- OR-13069

**Contact Information**
800-576-1636
Sealing Products

ORCON’s time saving carpet edge sealing applicator system is an important part of the ORCON Seaming System. For residential and commercial installation stretched over cushion, and double stick using hot seaming tape.

- Environmentally safe, scientifically advanced formula
- Orcon’s unique application system delivers accurate, ‘less-mess’ uniform sealant coverage
- Contains a UV tracer visible for years! Proof-positive compliance of CRI’s 104 & 105 Edge Securing standard
- Tops/caps interchangeable with all bottle styles
- Low odor
- Water based. Cleans up with water when wet
- Dries in minutes

Fast Lock®
32-oz Refill
- Economical quart refill allows you to reuse 8 oz. or quart refill bottles
- Will also accept applicator cap
OR-13098
12 per case

Fast Lock®
w/ Universal Cap
- Convenient 8 oz. bottle
- Cap has a longer lip than competing products
- Allows installer to see adhesive application to carpet’s edge
OR-13230
12 per case

Fast Lock®
w/ Applicator Cap
- Convenient 8 oz. bottle
- Innovative cap design is easy to use and self-locking
OR-13097
12 per case

Weld Lock™
ORCON’s solvent-free, environmentally safe seam adhesive is an important part of the ORCON Seaming System for direct glue-down installations.
- Convenient 8 oz. bottle
- Extra strength formula permanently locks carpet tufts in place
- Solvent free and environmentally safe – cleans up with water when wet
- Ideal for direct glue down applications
- Tapered nozzle delivers a neater installation
- Ant-Microbial protection
- Contains a UV tracer sensitive to black light
OR-13124
6 per case
Peak-Buster™

**Peak-Buster™ 100-watt Electric Glue Gun**
- Comes with Peak-Buster™ nozzle, as well as standard extension nozzle
- Features lighted ‘On/Off’ switch

**OR-13251**
6 per box

---

No more waiting on liquid seam sealers!

ORCON’s patented nozzle offers a quick and easy application of clear thermoplastic glue stick carpet edge sealer that cools in seconds! No more waiting on latex sealers that take too long to cure and can leave a mess. **Now a part of the Carpet and Rug Institute’s 105 (Residential) Carpet Edge Securing Standards.**

Endorsed by the CFI Association.

---

**Clear Glue Sticks with UV Tracer**
- New lower-melting point adhesive for better Peak-Buster™ seam welding action!
- Adhesive goes on clear and dries clear, yet contains a UV tracer for proof-positive compliance of CRI’s Edge Securing Standards!
- 10” x 7/16” stick (25 cm x 1.1 cm)

**OR-13320**
12 bags of 8 sticks each – 96 sticks per box

---

**Peak-Buster™ Nozzle**
- Attaches to most standard glue guns – electric & butane!
- Allows installer to see adhesive application to carpet’s edge
- Stainless steel construction

**OR-13250**
12 nozzles per ‘Clip Strip’

---

Peak-Buster™ UV Lamp
- This seam inspection light detects invisible UV tracer from Peak-Buster™ glue sticks, as well as the use of Fast Lock® and Weld Lock™ for proof-positive compliance of CRI’s Edge Securing Standards
- Now includes flashlight tip!

**OR-13132**
Stair and Tucking Tools

ORCON's stair tools are available in a variety of styles. Most are constructed of premium high strength carbon steel; some models are nickel plated, some are chrome plated to prevent against corrosion. All steel stair tools are covered by ORCON's Lifetime Guarantee.

**T-Handle Stair Tool**
- Patented handle allows for better grip and tool control
- Less impact on wrist and hand
- Ideal for hooking on tack strip
- Chrome finish to protect against corrosion

**Straight Stair Tool**
- Rounded corners and edges protect against snags
- Less impact on wrist and hand
- Ideal for hooking on tack strip
- Chrome finish to protect against corrosion

**Quik Tuck™ Carpet Tucker**
- Tucks carpet 5 times faster than conventional methods!
- Tucks all qualities of carpet against tile, wood flooring, and vanities
- Generous non-slip grip prevents slipping and provides better control

**3-Wheel Replacement Kit for Quik Tuck™**
Includes 3 smooth poly wheels, bolts, hex nuts and allen wrench.
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Rollers

**Designed and crafted by installers, for installers.** Our tools combine innovative design with renowned ORCON quality. A key step in the ORCON Seaming System, our carpet seaming rollers help ensure quality seams every time. Vinyl sheet goods, double-stick applications, stretch-in installations – no matter what your installation demands, our rollers perform.

**Smooth Action Roller**
- Smooth wheels provide safe seam finishing for plush cut piles and saxonies, without face yarn damage or tractor marks
- Forces hot-melt adhesive into carpet backing for added seam strength
- Designed for cut-pile carpet

OR-13074
6 per box

**Wide Smooth Action Roller**
- Smooth wide wheels provide safe seam finishing for plush cut piles and saxonies, without face yarn damage or tractor marks
- Forces hot-melt adhesive into carpet backing for added seam strength
- Designed for use on any carpet

OR-13075
6 per box

**Flex Action Roller**
- Specially designed beveled star wheels with two independent free moving axles prevent yarn damage
- Unique separate roller action draws and blends the carpet yarn together
- Designed for use on loop pile carpet
- Reduced washers eliminates yarn entanglement

OR-13062
6 per box

**Action Roller**
- Specifically designed beveled star wheels to deeply press the carpet backing into the adhesive and to prevent yarn damage
- Used for blending yarns after seam has cooled
- Designed for use on loop pile carpet
- Reduced washers eliminates yarn entanglement

OR-13061
6 per box

**Wide Action Roller**
- Specially designed beveled star wheels to deeply press the carpet backing into the adhesive and to prevent yarn damage
- Designed for use on loop pile carpet (stretch-in and direct glue-down)
- Used for blending yarns after seam has cooled
- Reduced washers eliminates yarn entanglement

OR-13060
6 per box

**Lifetime Guarantee**

All ORCON Rollers are backed by a Lifetime Guarantee

800-576-1636
Scrapers and Blades

Super Scraper with Quick Release
- Quick release changes 4” blades in seconds
- No tools necessary
- Extra long 18” handle for added leverage
- Soft ergonomic grip

OR-13254 6 per box

5” x 13” Heavy-Duty Scraper
- The only scraper with an easy to handle cushioned gripper ball (power weighted to assist the scrape impact)
- Excellent for the toughest jobs
- Comes with 5” scraper blade
OR-13218 6 per box

5” Replacement Blade Holder OR-13311

4” Swivel ‘T’ Handle Scraper
- Unique Swiveling ‘T’ handle provides comfort and leverage
- Heavy duty shaft construction
- Rubber stabilizing grip prevents slipping
- Thicker (.037”), heavy-duty 4-inch blade included

OR-13253 6 per box

4” Replacement Blade Holder OR-13310

Professional Blades
- Long lasting edge to keep costs low
- Made of quality Korean steel
- SK5 grade toughness (excl. Utility Blades)

.017” Heavy Duty Slotted Round Carpet Blade OR-3017
.017” Heavy Duty Slotted Square Carpet Blade OR-3023
.025” Heavy Duty 2-Notch Utility Blade OR-3003
.025” Heavy Duty 3-Notch Utility Blade OR-3081
.017” Trimmer Blade OR-3021
Bilingual packaging!

Scrapper Blades
4” (.037) “Thicker” Scraper Blades - 10 per tube OR-13273
5” (.035) Scraper Blades - 10 per tube OR-13220

Heavy-Duty Super Scraper Blade™ - 4” and 5”
- Work easier – Do more!
- Lasts longer than regular scraper blades
- Patent-pending notch design facilitates the scraping job 3 to 1 - means more linear fee!
- Fits all ORCON 4” and 5” scrapers

4” (.037) Super Scraper Blade™ OR-13308
5” (.037) Super Scraper Blade™ OR-13309
10 per pack | 12 packs per box
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Hammer Tackers and Staples

Trident Plus Hammer Tacker
- Ergonomic grip and handle absorbs impact
- Easy, reliable rear staple loading
- Staple jams clear quickly
- Uses 1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 1/2", and 9/16" heavy-duty staples

OR-13065
10 per box

Trident Hammer Tacker
- Lightweight and durable
- Comfortable grip
- Easy rear staple loading
- Staple jams clear quickly
- Uses 1/4", 5/16", and 3/8" heavy-duty staples

OR-13064
10 per box

Commercial Hammer Tacker
- Simple design for light-duty jobs
- Ergonomic rubber grip for comfort
- Easy bottom staple loading
- Uses 1/4", 5/16", and 3/8" fine wire staples

OR-13072
10 per box

Heavy-Duty Staples
- 1/4" - 6mm length
- 5/16" - 8mm length
- 3/8" - 10mm length
- 1/2" - 12mm length
- 9/16" - 14mm length

OR-13051
OR-13052
OR-13053
OR-13054
OR-13055

1000 staples per box | 100 boxes per case

Fine Wire Staples
- 1/4" - 6mm length
- 5/16" - 8mm length
- 3/8" - 10mm length
- 1/2" - 12mm length
- 9/16" - 14mm length

OR-13056
OR-13057
OR-13058
OR-13059
OR-13066

1000 staples per box | 200 boxes per case
General Installation Tools

Tool Box with Wheels and Seaming Tray
- Roll heavy loads easily
- Carry all your installation tools
- Interior capacity: 10”H x 23.5”W x 9.5”D

OR-13270
1 each

Carpet Awl
- 4 ½” shank spike with broad striking surface at head
- For handling carpet, scribing and row-running

OR-13134
6 per box

Row Finders
- Ideal for row-running all types of carpet
- Electroplated-blue solid aluminum shaft
- Set includes one 13-point and one 17-point gauge needle

OR-13274
12 sets per box

WIDE-TRAK™ Carpet Kicker
- WIDER head: A full 6-inches!
- Taller arch to work over stretcher poles
- Overall length: 20-inches
- Weight: 6.25 pounds

OR-13315

Thicker – Large Pad
OR-14001
Cotton Heads (set of 4)
OR-13506
Pin Plate
OR-13307

Orcon Carpet Puller

OR-18260
- Easily handles carpet from edges with strong gripping control
- Ergo handles make tear out of carpet & vinyl easy
- “The Harder the Pull, the Tighter the Grip” due to gripper plate
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ORCON POWER WEB® Tape

OR-12180
- Double-sided acrylic tape for carpet installation
- Size: 1-7/8" x 75-ft
- Ideal for stairs and stair treads
- Bonds instantly
- Non-toxic & odor-free
- No VOC’s
- No clean-up required
- Made in USA
- Multi-bilingual packaging

33 Ft. Measuring Tape w/ Magnetic Tip

OR-13410
- ORCON brand and quality
- 33 ft. extra long length
- Magnetic tip acts as a second pair of hands
- Self-locking
- Durable and flexible blade

ORCON Industrial Caulk Gun - 310 ML/10 OZ

OR-13241
- Unique rodless gun design
- Patented “One-of-a-kind” design
- Easy slide of plunger
- Suitable for narrow spaces and corner sealing
- Ergonomic industrial “feel” belt hook
- For use with latex and silicone caulks

ORCON Cove Nozzles

- ORCON 11-Hole Cove Nozzle
  OR-13441
- ORCON 3-Hole Cove Nozzle
  OR-13440

ORCON Industrial Caulk Gun - 856 ML/30 OZ

OR-13240
- Thrust ratio 12:1
- Ergonomic industrial design
- Dripless
- 360° rotary type handle
- Built-in puncture poker
- Adjustable screw to cut thrust gaps
Need more information about ORCON Carpet Installation Products?

Please visit www.ORCON4Floors.com or contact us at 800-576-1636.